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a b s t r a c t
In competing risks studies, the Kaplan–Meier estimators of the distribution functions (DFs)
of lifetimes and the corresponding estimators of cumulative incidence functions (CIFs) are
used widely when no prior information is available for these distributions. In some cases
better estimators of the DFs of lifetimes are available when they obey some inequality
constraints, e.g., if two lifetimes are stochastically or uniformly stochastically ordered,
or some functional of a DF obeys an inequality in an empirical likelihood estimation
procedure. If the restricted estimator of a lifetime differs from the unrestricted one, then
the usual estimators of the CIFs will not add up to the lifetime estimator. In this paper
we show how to estimate the CIFs in this case. These estimators are shown to be strongly
uniformly consistent. In all cases we consider, when the inequality constraints are strict
the asymptotic properties of the restricted and the unrestricted estimators are the same,
thus providing the asymptotic properties of the restricted estimators essentially ‘‘free of
charge’’. We give an example to illustrate our procedure.
Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction
Consider a competing risks study with k populations. For the ith population, let Ti denote the lifetime, assumed
continuous, Fi its distribution function (DF), Si = 1 − Fi its survival function (SF), and let δi ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , ri} denote the
cause of failure or death, where {δi = 0} denotes a censored event. The cumulative incidence function (CIF) of failure due
to cause j in the ith population is defined by Fij(t) = P[Ti ≤ t, δi = j] for 1 ≤ j ≤ ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Clearly,∑j Fij = Fi for all i.
When no prior information is available, the Kaplan–Meier estimators (KMEs) of the DFs and the corresponding estimators
of the CIFs are widely used (see [9]). In some cases, utilization of prior information provide better estimators of the DFs.
One class of such estimators are provided when the DFs obey some order restriction. Consider the following sequence
of four well known order restrictions on T1 and T2. We define T1 to be larger than T2 in stochastic precedence ordering,
T1≥spo T2, if P(T1 ≥ T2) ≥ 1/2. We define T1 to be stochastically larger than T2, T1≥so T2, if F1 ≤ F2. We define T1 to
be larger than T2 in uniform stochastic ordering, T1≥uso T2, if S2/S1 is nonincreasing. If F1 and F2 have densities f1 and f2,
respectively, then T1 is said to be larger than T2 in likelihood ratio ordering, T1≥lro T2, if f1/f2 is nondecreasing. The following
strict implications hold for the four order restrictions:
LRO H⇒ USO H⇒ SO H⇒ SPO.
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Even in the 1-sample case, the empirical likelihood estimator introduced by Owen (see [11]) can be used to improve upon
the KM estimator if some functional of the DF is known to obey some inequality, e.g., if the mean is known to be less than
or equal to some µ0.
If the KME and the improved estimator of Fi are denoted by Fˆi and F∗i , respectively, the usual estimators, Fˆijs of the Fijs will
not addup to F∗i unless they are the same, requiring these estimators to be adjusted. Themethodof adjustment is not obvious.
For example,multiplying Fˆij by F∗i /Fˆimight seem appealing, but itmight destroy themonotonicity of the estimators. Since F
∗
i
is obtained by moving the masses of Fˆi to satisfy the constraints, and since the mass at a point corresponds to failure due to
one cause only, our procedure simplymakes the correspondingmovement of themass for the CIF corresponding to that par-
ticular cause; details are provided in Section 2. It should be noted that the adjustment of Fˆij depends only on Fˆi and F∗i , i.e., the
adjustment of Fˆij does not depend on F∗l for any l 6= i. Hence, the same procedure is applicable to any improvements of Fˆis.
All of the orderings mentioned above are transitive. However, the restricted estimators of the DFs and their properties
have been investigated in the literature for the 2-sample case only, except for the stochastic ordering case where the
extension to the k-sample case has been thoroughly investigated by El Barmi and Mukerjee [4], hereafter referred to as
EBM [4]. In this paper we consider the problem of estimation of the CIFs when k life distributions are stochastically ordered,
F1 ≤ F2 ≤ · · · ≤ Fk. (1)
It is shown that if the inequality constraints are strict, then the restricted and the unrestricted estimators have the same
asymptotic distributions. Thus, the asymptotic inference procedures remain unchanged while we get the improvements
in small samples by the use of order restriction ‘‘free of charge’’. In Section 2 we consider the 2-sample case for ease of
exposition. In Section 3 we show that the k-sample case is an easy extension of the 2-sample case. In Section 4 we illustrate
our methods with a real life example. In Section 5 we make some concluding remarks.
Throughout, we use the left-continuous inverse of F , the DF of a lifetime, given by
F−1(p) = inf{t ≥ 0 : F(t) ≥ p}, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, where F−1(1)may be∞. (2)
We also use the notation
‖f ‖ba for sup
a≤t≤b
|f (t)| for any function f .
The subscripts i and ijwill always stand for the ith population and jth CIF of the ith population, respectively.
2. The 2-sample case
For i = 1, 2, let Ti have a continuous DF, Fi, that has a density, fi, and SF, Si = 1− Fi, subject to ri competing risks, along
with a possible random right censoring. We identify the risks of failure in the ith population by δi = 0, 1, . . . , ri, where
{δi = 0} is the event that an observation has been censored. We assume that F1 ≤ F2.
2.1. The estimators
Let {Til : 1 ≤ l ≤ ni, i = 1, 2} be independent random samples from the two populations, and let Cil, with a continuous
DF, Gi, denote the censoring time of the lth subject in the ith population. We observe (Lil, δil), where Lil = Til ∧ Cil and δil is
the cause of failure. We assume that {Cil, Til : 1 ≤ l ≤ ni, i = 1, 2} are independent. Let pii be the survival function of Lil.
Then pii = SiG¯i from our independence assumption, where G¯i = 1− Gi. We assume that all observation points are distinct
since it occurs with probability 1.
To avoid proliferation of subscripts and possible confusion, we suppress the sample size dependence of the estimators.
The KMEs of the Fis are given by
Fˆi(t) = 1− Sˆi(t) = 1−
∏
{l:Li:l≤t}
(
1− 1
ni − l+ 1
)δi:l
, t ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, (3)
where {Li:l} are the order statistics from {Lil} and δi:ls are the corresponding values of δ. Following the usual practice, we
consider the last observation to be uncensored in order to define the estimators for all t .
Estimation of DFs under stochastic ordering has a long history. The nonparametric likelihood estimators (NPMLEs) in
the 2-sample uncensored case were found by Brunk et al. [1]. In the censoring case, Dykstra [2] derived the NPMLEs in
the 2-sample case. This was extended to the k-sample case by Feltz and Dykstra [5] who provided an iterative algorithm
that converges to the NPMLEs. The asymptotic distributions in the 2-sample case were derived by Præstgaard and Huang
[12]. These are very complicated and difficult to use for further analyses. Hogg [8] had suggested an alternative procedure
that simply uses the least squares estimators of F1(t) and F2(t) at each t , subject to the constraint, F1(t) ≤ F2(t), the so-
called isotonic regression of the unrestricted estimators of F1(t) and F2(t); see the monograph by Robertson et al. [13] for
properties of isotonic regression. Unpublished simulations by El Barmi et al. [3] show that Hogg’s [8] estimators appear to
have smaller MSE than the NPMLEs at almost all quantiles for almost all distributions they have considered. In the 2-sample
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case these estimators have a very simple form. Let Cˆ = n1 Fˆ1+n2 Fˆ2n1+n2 denote the weighted average of the empirical DFs. Hogg’s
[8] estimators under the stochastic ordering are given by
F∗1 (t) = Fˆ1(t) ∧ Cˆ(t) and F∗2 (t) = Fˆ2(t) ∨ Cˆ(t), t ≥ 0. (4)
Although Fˆi jumps only at the uncensored observations in the ith sample, F∗i may have jumps at all of the uncensored
observations of the combined sample due to isotonization.
The cause specific hazard rate for the jth cause in the ith population is defined by
λij(t) = lim
1t→0
1
1t
P(t ≤ Ti ≤ t +1t, δ = j|T ≥ t), 1 ≤ j ≤ ri.
The corresponding cumulative cause specific hazard function is given byΛij(t) =
∫ t
0 λij(u) du. It can be seen that the hazard
rate of Ti is λi =∑rij=1 λij and that
Fij(t) =
∫ t
0
Si(u)dΛij(u).
The Nelson–Aalen estimator ofΛij is given by (see [6])
Λˆij(t) =
ni∑
l=1
I[Lil ≤ t, δil = j]
ni∑
s=1
I[Lis ≥ Lil]
; (5)
the estimator of Fij is given by
Fˆij(t) =
∫ t
0
Sˆi(u−) dΛˆij(u), (6)
where the left limit of Sˆi at u is used for technical reasons.
Fix i ∈ {1, 2}. Let ui1 < ui2 < · · · < uin˜i be the ordered and uncensored values in the ith sample and let
δ(ui1), δ(ui2), . . . , δ(uin˜i) be the corresponding values of δ. Set ui0 = δ(ui0) = 0, ui,n˜i+1 = ∞ and δ(ui,n˜i+1) = 0. Define
u˜is = inf{t ≥ 0 : F∗i (t) ≥ Fˆi(uis)} and δ(u˜is) = δ(uis), 0 ≤ s ≤ n˜i. (7)
We now define
F˜i(t) = Fˆi(uis), for t ∈ [u˜is, u˜i,s+1), 0 ≤ s ≤ n˜i. (8)
Note that the jumps of F˜i at u˜is and of Fˆi at uis are the same anddue to the same cause of failure. For t ∈ [u˜is, u˜i,s+1), 0 ≤ s ≤ n˜i,
1 ≤ j ≤ ri,we define the restricted estimator of Fij(t) by
F∗ij (t) = Fˆij[Fˆ−1i (F˜i(t))] + [F∗i (t)− F˜i(t)]I[δ(u˜i,s+1) = j]
= Fˆij(uis)+ [F∗i (t)− Fˆi(uis)]I[δ(u˜i,s+1) = j], (9)
noting that Fˆ−1i (F˜i(t)) = uis, and an approximation by
F˜ij(t) = F˜ij(u˜is) = Fˆij(uis). (10)
Note that
∑ri
j=1 F˜ij = F˜i ≤ F∗i , which is the reason for adding the second term to F∗ij (t) in (9). In the proof of Theorem 2.1
we show that F˜i and F∗i are very close so that this second term is asymptotically negligible. We illustrate implementation
of the procedure with a small example in Table 1. Assume that we have 5 observations from each of the 2 populations,
each population has 2 competing risks, and that there are 2 failures due to each cause and 1 censored observation in
each sample. Note that the KMEs, Fˆ1 and Fˆ2, do not obey the stochastic ordering restriction at t = 15, 20 and 30. Since
the sample sizes are the same, F∗1 and F
∗
2 are obtained by replacing Fˆ1 and Fˆ2 by their ordinary averages at these times.
From Fˆ1 we get (u11, u12, u13, u14) = (5, 15, 30, 50). By comparing Fˆ1 and F∗1 and using the definition of u˜is in (12),
we get (u˜11, u˜12, u˜13, u˜14) = (10, 25, 35, 50). The estimators of {Fˆij}s were computed using (11). Now, 5 ∈ [0, 10) =
[u˜10, u˜11), Fˆ12(0) = 0.00, F∗1 (5) = 0.10, Fˆ1(0) = 0.00, and I[δ(u˜11) = 2] = I[δ(u11) = 2] = 1. Using (9), we get
F∗12(5) = 0.00+ [0.10− 0.00](1) = 0.10 < Fˆ12(5) = 0.20.
The values of F∗ij s at other points are obtained similarly. A computer program that is applicable to the k-sample case is
available from the authors on request.
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Table 1
Example of estimation procedure.
t i δ Fˆ1 Fˆ2 F∗1 F
∗
2 Fˆ11 F
∗
11 Fˆ12 Fˆ
∗
12 Fˆ21 F
∗
21 Fˆ22 F
∗
22
5 1 2 0.20 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.10 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00
10 2 1 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.00
15 1 1 0.40 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.10
20 2 0 0.40 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.10
25 2 2 0.40 0.47 0.40 0.47 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.27 0.27
30 1 1 0.60 0.47 0.53 0.53 0.40 0.33 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.27 0.33
35 2 2 0.60 0.73 0.60 0.73 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.53 0.53
40 1 0 0.60 0.73 0.60 0.73 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.53 0.53
45 2 1 0.60 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.47 0.47 0.53 0.53
50 1 2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.40 0.40 0.47 0.47 0.60 0.60 0.53 0.53
2.2. Consistency
Let τi be the right endpoint of the support of Li = Ti ∧ Ci , i = 1, 2, and let τ = mini{τi}, where τ may be∞. Note that
pii(b) = P(Li > b) > 0 for all b < τ, i = 1, 2. We assume that
the density fi is positive on (0, τ ) for i = 1, 2. (11)
Strong uniform consistency of the F∗i s on [0, b] for all b < τ is given in [4]; that of the F∗ij s under assumption (11) is stated
in the following theorem whose proof is given in the Appendix.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that F1 ≤ F2 and assumption (11) holds. If b < τ , then
‖F∗ij − Fij‖b0 a.s.−→ 0 as mini {ni} → ∞, 1 ≤ j ≤ ri, i = 1, 2.
2.3. Limiting distributions
We now study the asymptotic distributions of our estimators. For i = 1, 2 and 1 ≤ j ≤ ri, let
Zˆi =
√
ni[Fˆi − Fi], Zˆij = √ni[Fˆij − Fij],
Z∗i =
√
ni[F∗i − Fi], Z∗ij =
√
ni[F∗ij − Fij].
Using the counting process martingale formulation, Lin [10] developed the limiting distributions of {Zˆi, Zˆij : i = 1, 2, 1 ≤
j ≤ ri} and discussed confidence bands and hypothesis testing procedures. Actually, this paper considers only two causes
of death; however, extension to arbitrary number of causes is straightforward. In the terminology of this paper, EBM [4]
proved the following limiting distributions of {Z∗i }.
Theorem 2.2. Assume that F1 < F2 in the interior of the support of F2. Then Z∗i and Zˆi are convergence equivalent on [0, b] for
all 0 < b < τ , the minimum of the right endpoints of the supports of {Li}, i = 1, 2.
If for some t0, 0 < F2(t0) < 1, F1 = F2 on (t0 − δ, t0], and F1 < F2 on (t0, t0 + δ) for some δ > 0, then Z∗i does not converge
weakly.
Fix 0 < b < τ and let Z˜ij = √ni[F˜ij − Fij]. From [10], Zˆij wH⇒ Zij, a mean-zero Gaussian process that is pinned down to 0
at the origin, on [0, b]. Let  > 0 be arbitrary. Since
√
ni‖F∗i − F˜i‖b0 a.s.−→ 0,
Z˜ij and Z∗ij are convergence equivalent on [0, b]. Notice that Example 3.9.24 in [15] implies that
√
n[Fˆij − Fij, Fˆ−1i − F−1i , F˜i − Fi] w⇒
(
Zij,− Bf (F−1) , B
)
on [0, b] × [, F(b)] × [0, b] for any 0 <  < F(b). Here B is a standard Brownian bridge. By Lemma 3.9.27 in [15],
√
n[Fˆij − Fij, Fˆ−1(F˜i)− I] w⇒ (Zij, 0)
on [0, b] × [F−1(), b] and
√
n[Fˆij(Fˆ−1(F˜i))− Fij] w⇒ Zij
on [F−1(), b]. Since Z˜ij(0) = Zij(0) = 0, the weak convergence holds on [0, b]. This shows that the asymptotic inference
procedures derived by Lin [10] are the same when the centering is around the restricted estimators. Thus, we get the
restricted estimators essentially ‘‘free of charge’’.
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Fig. 1. (a): Unrestricted estimators Fˆ1 (dotted line) and Fˆ2 (solid line), (b): restricted estimators F∗1 (dotted line) and F
∗
2 (solid line).
3. The k-sample case
Here we consider the case of k stochastically ordered life distributions, F1 ≤ F2 ≤ · · · ≤ Fk. We use the same notation
and assumptions as in the 2-sample case. The isotonic estimators of {Fi(t)} subject to the order restriction are given by the
so-called max–min formula [13]:
F∗i (t) = maxr≤i mins≥i
s∑
j=r
njFˆj(t)
s∑
j=r
nj
, t ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Once the individual restricted estimators of {Fi} are obtained, the restricted estimators of the CIFs, their consistency, and
their limiting distributions are all based on the individual restricted estimators of the life distributions, regardless of the
number of populations. Thus, all the analyses in the 2-sample case apply verbatim to the k-sample case by simply changing
the index set for the populations from {1, 2} to {1, 2, . . . , k}. The estimators F∗i and F∗ij are strongly uniformly consistent on
[0, b] for all b < τ = mini{τi}. If Fi < Fi+1 in the interior of the support of Fi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, then F∗ij and Fˆij have the
same limiting distributions.
4. Example
To illustrate our results, we consider the data set in [7]. The data consist of the survival times of two groups of mice
who were given a radiation dose of 300 roentgens at an age between 5 and 6 weeks. One group (Group 1) lived in a germ
free environment while the other (Group 2) lived in a lab setting. The cause of death in each group was attributed to one
of three causes. Hoel [7] chose to consider thymic lymphoma (C1) and reticulum cell sarcoma (C2) as the two major causes
of death, and combine all other causes into a single one (C3). The data are given in Table 2. Clearly, the assumption that the
life distribution of the group in the germ free environment is stochastically larger than that of the group in the lab setting
is eminently reasonable; in fact, that was the motivation for the study. In his final comments Hoel [7] emphasized that
these mortality data should be analyzed on the basis of competing risks. He also writes that biologists believe that the three
causes are independent. We do assume that the set {C1, C2} is independent of C3, but we do not assume that C1 and C2 are
independent. We apply our estimators under the assumption F1 ≤ F2.
Fig. 1(a) shows the KM estimators of F1 and F2 and Fig. 1(b) shows their corresponding restricted estimators. The dotted
and solid lines represent the estimators of F1 and F2, respectively. Note that the stochastic ordering is violated in the range
199 to 399 days. Fig. 2(a) contains the unrestricted and restricted estimators of the CIFs for thymic lymphoma (C1) for both
groups of mice; Fig. 2(b) contains the same for reticulum cell sarcoma (C2). It is evident that the process of correcting the
estimated DFs for stochastic ordering has the greater effect on the CIFs for the first cause, thymic lymphoma; the rather large
discrepancy in the two groups, that is contrary to intuition, is reduced substantially by the use of the stochastic ordering
constraint. The CIFs for the second cause, on the other hand, are only slightly affected by the restriction.
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper we consider the estimation of cumulative incidence functions corresponding to competing risks in k
populationswhen improved estimators of the life distributions are available.We consider estimators of the life distributions,
constrained to obey several forms of orderings, that are known to be superior to the KMestimators in terms ofMSE. However,
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Table 2
Cause of death (thymic lymphoma, reticulum cell sarcoma, and others) and age at death in germ free environment and laboratory environment.
Cause Age at death
Group 1
C1
479 13 153 162 135 22 92 65 79 393
984 1083 221 631 441 847 337 321 50 127
25 735 215 1297 171 535 21 155 212
C2
717 217 792 159 662 304 12 51 361 31
681 994 192 787 112
C3
309 145 403 82 710 138 286 112 44 1281
345 277 508 402 168 207 1165 975 25 165
873 5 249 102 52 21 99 791 126 62
1325 71 105 355 392 233 96 1271
Group 2
C1
2801 55 1315 148 2270 2973 177 183 21 383
199 1420 86 515 2 985 577 1368 1019 224
83 336
C2
61 106 1867 63 78 110 3 751 300 1224
313 198 13 57 423 125 1315 29 433 146
1473 298 1300 384 852 421 201 84 138 117
458 979 182 2437 169 820 482 365
C3
738 1721 873 37 1203 217 930 397 859 192
521 475 99 455 239 1117 1159 162 91 2006
38 829 290 7 101 400 928 7 156 715
116 620 182 465 74 980 443 821 448
Fig. 2. (a): Unrestricted and restricted CIFs Fˆ11 and F∗11 (solid gray (black) line), Fˆ21 and F
∗
21 (dotted gray (black) line), (b): Unrestricted and restricted CIFs:
Fˆ12 and (F∗12) (solid gray (black)line), Fˆ22 and (F
∗
22) (dotted gray (black) line).
the usual estimators of the CIFs will not add up to the estimators of the life distributions if the unrestricted KM estimators
violate the ordering. We provide estimators of the CIFs in this case, prove their strong uniform consistency, and show that
the restricted and the unrestricted estimators have the same asymptotic distributions when the ordering is strict so that the
same asymptotic inference procedures could be carried out. We specifically consider the stochastic ordering constraint on
the life distributions in this paper and apply our procedure to a real life example.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Fix 0 < b < τ and i ∈ {1, 2}. Let Yi(t) =∑nis=1 I(Lis ≥ t), the number of subjects at risk at time t in
the ith population. Since Yi(t) ≥ Yi(b) for all t ≤ b and Yi(b)/ni a.s.−→ pii(b) > 0, we have
P[1/Yi(t)→ 0 for all t ≤ b, i = 1, 2] = 1.
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El Barmi and Mukerjee [4] showed that ‖F∗i − Fi‖b0 a.s.−→ 0. From the definition of F˜i in (8) and the fact that 1/Yi(b) =
Oa.s.(1/ni) from above, we have
‖F˜i − F∗i ‖b0 ≤ max0≤uis≤b[Fˆi(uis)− Fˆi(ui,s−1)] = max0≤uis≤b[Sˆi(ui,s−1)− Sˆi(uis)]
≤ max
0≤uis≤b
1
Yi(uis)
≤ 1
Yi(b)
a.s.−→ 0 H⇒ ‖F˜i − Fi‖b0 a.s.−→ 0.
Fix 1 ≤ j ≤ ri. From the definitions of F∗ij in (9) and F˜ij in (10), we have F˜ij ≤ F∗ij and
‖F∗ij − F˜ij‖b0 ≤ ‖F∗i − F˜i‖b0 a.s.−→ 0.
Thus, it is sufficient to show that ‖F˜ij − Fij‖b0 a.s.−→ 0. It is well known that ‖Fˆij − Fij‖b0 a.s.−→ 0 (see, e.g., [14], p. 304). Also
Fˆ−1(0) = F−1(0) = 0 and assumption (11) imply that
‖Fˆ−1i − F−1i ‖F
−1(b)
0
a.s.−→ 0. (12)
We have
‖F˜ij − Fij‖b0 = ‖Fˆij[Fˆ−1i (F˜i)] − Fij‖b0
= ‖Fˆij[Fˆ−1i (F˜i)] − Fij[F−1i (Fi)]‖b0
≤ ‖Fˆij[Fˆ−1i (F˜i)] − Fij[Fˆ−1i (F˜i)]‖b0 + ‖Fij[Fˆ−1i (F˜i)] − Fij[F−1i (Fi)]‖b0
≤ ‖Fˆij − Fij‖b0 + ‖Fij[Fˆ−1i (F˜i)] − Fij[F−1i (Fi)]‖b0 a.s.−→ 0
since ‖Fˆij − Fij‖b0 a.s.−→ 0, Fij is uniformly continuous on [0, b] and
‖Fˆ−1i (F˜i)− F−1i (Fi)‖b0 ≤ ‖Fˆ−1i (F˜i)− F−1i (F˜i)‖b0 + ‖F−1i (F˜i)− F−1i (Fi)‖b0
≤ ‖Fˆ−1i − F−1i ‖F
−1(b)
0 + ‖F−1i (F˜i)− F−1i (Fi)‖F
−1(b)
0
a.s.−→ 0
by (12) and the uniform continuity of F−1i on [0, F−1(b)]. 
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